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Abstract
For both Edwardian migrants and First World War soldiers, communicating home involved a choice as to the appropriate emotional regimes to use. Should they display stoic reserve, or communicate sentimental feeling? Research on correspondence has normally focused on letters, but this paper examines how emotion was dealt with through the multimodal medium of the greetings postcard. It argues that whilst handwritten texts on postcards remained primarily stoic, the pre-packaged visual vocabulary on greetings postcards allowed users to send strongly emotional arguments for the maintenance of their relationships without ever having to put these into their own words. Postcards, it seems, gave the Edwardians the option of being both stoic and sentimental.

Introduction
Most people, even today, experience some degree of emotional upheaval when finding themselves half a world away from loved ones for any extended period. Such prolonged separations – sans Skype and cell phone – were particularly common for Edwardian New Zealanders. During a period of fluctuating mobilities, the first fifteen years of the twentieth century would see nearly 300,000 people sunder connections with friends and family to move southwards to New Zealand, while the subsequent flood of soldiers northward during the First World War created further hemispherical divides. Migrants and soldiers alike were thus faced with the issue of trying to preserve what Angela McCarthy has characterised as “robust and resilient ties” with their existing networks. This situation reinforced the centrality of the institution of the Post Office in assisting migrants to minimise the emotional damage done by distance. Hitherto, the study of migrant correspondence has concentrated largely on letters, their content and their functions. Despite recent interest in the masculine emotions displayed in war correspondence, as a whole there has been relatively little unpacking of the evidence, or otherwise, of emotion in these. Postcards, on the face of it, would appear to be a rather less promising source than letters for providing evidence of whether their writers displayed stoical resolve or sentimental excess in the ways they maintained their contacts, and if one looks at the textual evidence alone, this proves to be the case. However, after noting methodological issues and discussing the emotional cultures that fostered stoicism and sentiment, this paper goes on to argue that the complex mix of visual and verbal elements found in some types of postcard allowed users to engage in multiple emotional strategies. These involved maintaining a stoic everyday voice, while simultaneously using a prefabricated, ritualised, symbolic and sentimental visual vocabulary to maintain the intensity and advocate for the reality of their virtual relationships.

Methodology
Interpreting emotion from an atypical source like the postcard inevitably requires some methodological explanation. This study utilises cards found not in archives but collected from online auction sites, as these provide a more broadly representative sample. However, the cards often lack context. We cannot always know whether correspondents were writing to someone they could confidently expect to see again in six months, or whether they expected never to meet in person again. Nor can variations in the emotional tone of communication...
usually be read within their original context, not least because we normally do not know how recently the separation occurred. Secondly, we cannot know what was omitted from the record. Self-censorship means that it is not always clear whether certain writers were ashamed to admit experiencing certain feelings we might expect in the circumstances, or were simply not experiencing them. Part of this issue relates to a third problem encountered by emotion researchers. It is a matter of debate as to whether emotions can be understood as psychologically universal, culturally specific, or simply contingent; whether they are inbuilt faculties of the human species, or conditioned responses to specific cultural or individual contexts. A measure of the potential for confusion can be seen by the way our understanding of expressions of nostalgia – the term used for homesickness – has changed over time. Whilst we read the effects of excessive longing for something lost as symptomatic of a psychological state, a century ago it was regarded as a physical disorder.

**Emotional Cultures**

These problems are exacerbated by a considerable lack of certainty as to the way that emotional cultures have worked. Finding out what emotional regime was adopted by emigrants or soldiers, as they faced the spectre of 13000 miles between them and loved ones, is no easy matter. Dislocation triggered what Lauren Berlant has termed an “affective event,” whereby the “sensorium of everyday life” was disrupted, and a new normality needed to be established. Even if the decision to emigrate was a deliberate decision by the wider family, immigrants still had to work through a sense of loss and grief, akin to that of bereavement, which would have been felt in proportion to the strength of each relationship. The fact that the absentee was still alive, and a parallel old normality still existed, encouraged what David Gerber describes as a “transnational imaginative culture.” Longing was here not simply related to what had been lost, but also included the possibility of being re-united in the future. Grief, longing and hope, therefore, all figure in the resolution process. However, the overarching emotional regime that this discussion hinges around is whether the appropriate response to absentee longing was to express it or endure it, two options that were already well rehearsed within the Anglo-world by the Edwardian period, and their relationship needs to be fleshed out before we can appreciate the choices made by postcard users.

**Stoicism and Sentiment**

Stoicism, with its focus on rational control of the passions, and sentimentality, with its courting of emotion, are usually framed in oppositional terms, but this does not mean they were unrelated in practice. Indeed, as William Reddy points out, within eighteenth-century sentimental culture, it was believed that emotion and reason could coalesce. This communion was, according to Reddy, dramatically curtailed by the French Revolution, after which a split occurred between art, where emotion was acceptable, and public life, where reason and an honour-based, classical approach grounded in Roman stoicism reigned. This reclamation of a self-disciplined masculine ideal from the alternative “man of feeling” model resulted in attacks on feminising sentiment increasing from the 1860s, with science and empathy gradually replacing affect and sympathy in modernist discourse. Whilst stoicism steadily gained ground in public discourse, Reddy acknowledges that sentimentalism remained much more strongly embedded in private life. According to Peter Stearns (writing about the United States) emotional openness remained a desirable interpersonal quality until at least the 1920s. Within the family unit, it is evident that Reddy’s public sphere segue from sentiment to stoicism played out less clearly. In part, a more sentiment-friendly private sphere would be easy to attribute to issues of both interiority and of gender. Women were stereotypically (though not necessarily accurately) seen as more emotional and less controlled. Yet even in male culture, stoicism struggled to become the
dominant discourse. John Tosh identifies two dominant regimes – what he calls the distant and the fond father – within middle-class homes. These hinged on the extent to which paternal duty was expressed through loving words and actions, or through moral discipline and exemplary conduct. Tosh argues that, by the end of the nineteenth century, the male backlash against feminised domesticity had gained considerable force, though this is not reflected in largescale changes of language, and the extent to which both models of manhood could co-exist in the gap between imagination and reality should not be underestimated.

The debate is further complicated by the fact that stoicism, in its more general sense of the self-censoring of raw emotions, was not just a middle-class phenomenon. Emotional reticence was pronounced in settler societies like New Zealand, where egalitarian male sociability was often dismissive of unmanly emotion. Such forms of staunchness may in part draw on the middle-class stoical tradition, but probably also owed much to a working-class emotional culture that had long practiced stoical restraint in the face of hardship. Admittedly, this restraint found relief in melodramatic and sentimental entertainments that provided emotional abundance, or what Bourdieu describes as “maximum effect for minimum cost,” but it is the response to the personal situation of being parted that is of concern here. Julie-Marie Strange, who has made a careful study of working-class responses to death, points out that fluent verbal expressions of grief are not the only measure of emotion, and a staunch, stoic and inarticulate response to emotionally-charged situations should not be read as necessarily an indicator of lack of feeling. Indeed, she argues, in the face of intense emotional distress, language is quite inadequate.

The Emigrant and the postcard

Nevertheless, the first immigrants to New Zealand, regardless of class, had little option but to make language work for them. Sporadic letters – limited by either expense or infrequent shipping – were the only available postal option to maintain connections with those left behind, and to stave off the gnawing spectre of being forgotten. The pain of leaving home, with its attendant anxieties, uncertainties, destabilisation and hardships was, unsurprisingly, dealt with differently by different people. Easy generalisations, even between genders, are not supported by evidence. This sense of a range of reactions is evident when Porter and Macdonald note that amongst (mostly well-heeled) settler women writing letters from New Zealand, the hardships encountered were “not necessarily, or even usually borne with stoicism or cheerfulness.” At the same time, the conventions of social exchange, and the desire not to distress recipients provided a brake on unrestrained expressions of that emotion. In letters, therefore, there seems to be no sure way of distinguishing whether the reticence and telling silences emanated from stoical willpower, sentimentally inspired courtesy, or linguistic paralysis.

By the Edwardian period, several factors had come together to slightly lessen, if not extinguish, the isolation felt by new immigrants. While the telegraph assisted the general sense of connectedness, everyday contact was helped by improvements in shipping. The time lag between knowing whether a piece of communication had been received by those at home had reduced from up to a year to around three months. And in 1901 the New Zealand government finally bowed to pressure and entered the international Penny Post agreement. Consequently, price became much less of a barrier to frequent communication. People wishing to maintain contact with absent friends and family also now had the alternative of what Julia Gillen has described as a “new epistolary space” instead of the traditional letter, and one that placed fewer demands on their literary prowess. In 1898 the New Zealand government had followed a growing international trend, soon to be dubbed the “postcard craze,” and allowed the sending of privately printed pictorial postcards.
Figure 1: This New Zealand Government issued card was printed in England by Waterlow and Sons, and was intended to promote the country as a tourist destination. It was widely used in the years following its issue in 1898.

It has been estimated that during the first twenty years of the 20th century the postcard craze accounted for over 200 billion postcards being sent worldwide. It was ubiquitous, and can be compared to Twitter in terms of both its impact and function. However, whilst we now have a clear sense that the postcard is a quick, no fuss medium for holiday communication, this was not its function for much of the craze. Introduced during the 1870s, it was intended primarily for business rather than personal use. Only during the 1890s, initially in Germany and gradually further afield, did the pictorial card take hold. Figure 1 shows New Zealand’s earliest pictorial postcard. Despite not having exactly the format we expect of today’s card, with its message space limited to the front, it still conforms broadly to our idea of the stereotypical postcard – a tourist image, with a prosaic, everyday message of greeting added by the sender. However, our contemporary understanding of postcards as holiday souvenirs is a very considerable impediment to understanding the complexity of the Edwardian variety.

Although Edwardian postcards began with tourism in mind, during the main postcard craze users co-opted postcards for a wide range of communication and social networking functions, and manufacturers supplied a much wider range of cards than the traditional tourist views. Celebrity cards, animal cards, pictures of children, comic cards, art reproductions and a raft of other types catering to virtually every conceivable taste flooded the market. Traditional Christmas, Birthday and Valentine greeting cards were supplemented by cards that allowed you to wish people luck, to joke about their habits, and even to talk to the condition of being parted. That is precisely what one highly popular genre, the Hands Across the Sea card (Figure 2), was designed to do. While the act of sending a tourist photo of a place could turn an emotionally neutral card into a tangible token of remembrance, the Hands Across the Sea card actively foregrounded aspects of distance, absence and the barriers between correspondents that are only implicit in other genres. The intent of the purchaser to use the
design for communicative purposes is, in this case, particularly clear. Hands cards were sufficiently popular to be used not only by immigrants but also by those within New Zealand who were parted by lesser, but still psychologically significant, distances.

Figure 2: W. T. Wilson, Hands Across the Sea postcard, Auckland, 1909.

Imagery
The unifying feature of the Hands Across the Sea card is the emblem of the clasped hands. For Victorian and Edwardian immigrants a handshake was frequently the last physical contact with friends and family left behind. Its memory thus carried an affective connotation. The haptic link to the sentimental mode is further strengthened when one thinks of the way we describe melodramatic scenes as being “touching,” and it is hardly coincidental that New Zealand’s second most popular melodrama of this period was one called Hands Across the Sea by Henry Pettitt. As such, it is reasonable to suggest that people sending and receiving cards using this phrase, and depicting clasped hands, were using overtly melodramatic and sentimental means to send a clear message. By dint of the post, one could metaphorically stay in touch and the relationship could be the stronger for it.
Though clasped hands were the symbol that defined the genre, it was only one of many other images, symbols and emblems utilised by card designers. In an epistolary context, the form of a letter could serve as a familiar anchor to situate and secure the correspondents. Similarly, visual forms could provide familiar elements to achieve the same purpose. Hands Across the Sea cards frequently incorporated images of ships, the sea and flower symbolism that functioned as part of a visual language which aimed to communicate emotion. Quite clearly, cards like figure 2 were intended to do the emotional work for users, both through the visual schema and the poetic sentiments which appear on most such cards.

Figure 3: German printed card by an anonymous publisher. It was sent in 1914.

Some cards, like figure 3, were created to be flexible. While “many happy returns” suggests a birthday, the image of the sea and the open-ended poem leaves room for users to apply it as a Hands Across the Sea card, wishing returns that are spatial rather than temporal. Given such tactics, it comes as no surprise to find that many users, like the sender of figure 3, did indeed allow the design to do the talking, in much the same way many people today are happy to send a signed Christmas card with no message as a token of regard. “With all the sentiments embodied on the reverse of this card,” wrote Jack, as he sent a clasped hands birthday greetings to his sister Molly. And in Figure 2, Fred added little other than sincerity to the printed text by writing “May God bless You” on a card that very literally depicts the reality of emigration. In such cases it was the act whereby the sender selected and sent an appropriate greeting that mattered to the recipient, and served to revitalise the relationship, rather than the originality of the message.
In other cases, the writer opted to use the message area more expansively. “Dear Lulla” writes a mother to her daughter on the reverse of Figure 4:

I think your card very pretty I hope you will like this you will think you are coming home to me when you look at the steamer I am longing to see you I am going to get a little Baby to mind so when you come home you can look after it and I am getting another one as well with love from Mum

It would be easy to assume that this warm, motherly and emotional message would be enough to do the job, but this mother’s coordination of text and imagery reveals more. She refers directly to the ship represented on the Figure 4, but other elements seem to have played a part in her selection. The lettering and border are done in the manner of cake decoration – sugary, celebratory and ideal for a child. And, although Lulla might not have understood some other references, it is likely that her mother was aware of the symbolic meanings these flowers have in the Victorian language of flowers, since they are here very apposite. Pansies symbolise “thoughts,” carnations represent a mother’s undying love and the four-leafed clover adds luck.
Using a visual language of this type is particularly significant given the way the printed text in Figure 4 avows the inadequacy of language to convey emotion. The imagery here is intended to function with specific and communicable meanings, right down to the prominent chain bracelet, which appears in many such depictions, and references the well-known phrase, often used in writing about emigration, “links that bind.”

If the reader is inclined to think that too much is being read into these connotations, consider figure 5. It shows an example of a widespread genre which effectively taught the symbolism of flowers like the violet to users of both genders, encouraging them to use flower symbolism to “tell the wish of [their] heart.”

We can see the violet’s function as an emblem in another clasped hands card, (figure 6) which was written by a young Scottish lady, Nancy, to her absentee sweetheart, who, at the time of writing, was mining in New Zealand. The card seems to have been chosen deliberately, with violets emphasising the sender’s faithfulness, and two strands of ribbon knotted together into a bow that represents the idea of continuing tight ties. The printed text also tries to aver the reality of this virtual medium, arguing that the emotional transfer effected via the token of this prefabricated card is genuine.
Tho in lieu of the Real thing  
The semblance I send  
It’s none less the clasp of the  
Hand of a Friend!

Nancy’s handwritten text, at turns sarcastic, fearful, romantic and belligerent revolves around the greatest fear of the absentee – that of being forgotten.

Dear Sam I received your loving letter you never sent me. It was very nice too. I will be on your top if you don’t write a big letter next time so don’t forget it. I am worrying my heart away for you and mind you my wee heart is fu[ll] I hope you have not forgot me. I wish you were here there are plenty of roses the garden is full such beauties You would not need Aggie Dickson to give you roses I would give you them for a change. I hope you have not done a bunk with the landladies Daughter My word if you have I will punch your blooming ear-ole for you Excuse this P.C. [post card] I will send letter next time I will draw to a close now I remain your lovin Swe[etheart] Nancy This is all I can share xxxxxxx

The most common cause for displays of annoyance in cards, as in emigrant letters, was lack of reciprocity. Reciprocity is a quality that remains at the heart of working-class friendship retention practices. However, the apology for sending a card rather than a letter is also common. Although Kate Hunter points out that many letter writers struggled with expressing intimacy, letters were potentially more informative, more private and allowed for a greater emotional range. On the other hand, if one only looks at the user messages, postcard writers were more prosaic, and were seldom as forthcoming about feelings and insecurities as Nancy. Yet omission is also evidence in a discussion on stoicism, and it is thus worth exploring what these texts can reveal.
User Texts
For this paper, I examined the texts of 75 Hands Across the Sea postcards which had been sent from overseas to New Zealand. Just over two thirds were sent by women – a fairly typical representation of postcard users. These cards were drawn from a larger collection, which included many HATS cards sent by people within New Zealand. I could find no discernible differences in tone or approach between the two sets of texts. Therefore it seems reasonable to assume that, despite not being the voices of the immigrants themselves, this sample of messages from friends and family who were experiencing the same degree of separation, would largely mirror the tone of the messages sent back to them. The 75 messages were categorised around the ideas of both function and tone. As greeting cards, one might expect greetings to play an important role, and just over half the texts were wholly greetings related. Of the 38 such cards, 27 used ritual greetings like “With best wishes for Christmas and the New Year,” “With fond love & best wishes,” or “Many happy returns of your birthday.” Such texts have been interpreted as “bowing” texts, which allow an absent family member to maintain solidarity with the family. However, whilst most greetings texts used tried-and-true formulae, eleven correspondents expanded and personalised their greetings: “Tons of love to you all & a good old hand shake if we could. Toodloo,” and “only a card with a xmas wish. I trust it was a very gay time for you and that you will spend your new year with your long looked to family God speed you in all.” This minority of writers evidently felt the need to be expressive; however; the majority preferred ritualised messages, thus bearing out Emily West’s contention that greeting card texts have a ritual rather than expressive function. Indeed, two of the cards had no added text at all, relying entirely on the printed image and poem. The use of prefabricated, ritualised texts is inevitably emotionally stoic. Regardless of the language used, they mask the sender’s state of mind. Potentially the other 35 cards might show more. Twenty five of them contained more than 70 words, with the longest squeezing in 219. These cards were conversational, in an everyday way. The following text contains almost all the elements that emerged as themes. Sandwiched between ritual greetings are an expression of pleasure at receipt of correspondence, a desire for reciprocity, an assurance of wellbeing, a personalised greeting and a conversation point:

Dear Sandy
I was very pleased to have your letter last week. Your writing has improved very much since you wrote last; I hope you will write again soon. We are all well here, hope this finds you all the same. We are thinking of starting harvest next week. Kind regards to all. Leenie

What is missing is any sense of it having, like Nancy’s, an overtly emotional tone. Only six cards in this set did, with perhaps the most poignant being written by Aunt E. in 1910. “Dear Clara how I long to see your dear old face, you will know that Nellie will be coming out and what it will cost us, (not in money), wishing you all well & love to all.” Yet even this does not overplay its hand. The vast majority limit themselves to passing on information, and commenting on letters and on the receiver’s life in general. Twenty-one involved discussions around reciprocity: “I have not had any mail from you now for ages but I am not blaming you for not writing. I do not know what is becoming of my letters.” Twelve included (usually short) assurances of the sender’s well-being: “they are all well here and busy with their nets.”

The language used in the cards studied is also telling. The most common terms used were variations on the word “hope” (57 occurrences) and well-being (the word “well” occurs 41 times). Emotionally coloured terms in the cards studied were predominantly positive, such as “love” (45, though with all but three being used in ritual forms), “happy” (20 – all but one ritual), “nice” (17), “like” (15), “pleased” (13), “dear” (9 non-ritual uses, 61 ritual), “enjoy” (5), and “glad” (4). The words “sad,” “unhappy” or variations on the word “fear” do not occur at all, “disappointed” occurs once, and there are five occasions where sorrow is expressed.
However the fear involved in the words “forget” or “forgotten” appears ten times. Overall, it was quite clear that these handwritten texts were, if not overtly stoic, then decidedly reticent as to the sender’s psychological state, especially if it was negative. The purpose of these messages was not self-disclosure, but rather what Kathryn Dindia labelled “relationship maintenance.”

The handwritten text, however, is only part of the overall message. Figure 7 is, in many ways, exemplary of the way the medium could, should the sender so choose, operate as a coordinated multimodal whole. Elsie, a worker at Cadbury’s factory in Birmingham, is writing to her friend Lil, who had moved to New Zealand.

My Dear Old Pal hoping it will finde you quite well & fat & plenty of work as I am pleased to say that I am going on fine. I say Lil it is our Summer Party at Bournville tomorrow, & by all account it will be great, as it is old Mr George’s Silver Wedding. I wish you were hear remember me to Leon, & Jack sends his love & hopes you are well again. With heaps of love I remain your ever loving Pal Elsie

This is a typically chatty message, written in conversational mode, similar to that which David Fitzpatrick and others have noted in emigrant letters. It denies distance, in its own way, by behaving exactly as if Lil were in the room. Granted, phrases like “I wish you were here” and “your ever loving” index emotions, but they are ritualised, precisely because excessively personalised emotional language would subvert the impression of normality, and make Lil concerned. However the fact that Elsie is able to write with such nonchalance comes from the fact that the bulk of the emotional work is being done by the other side of the card (figure 7). “Absence makes the heart grow fonder,” it proclaims, and goes on:

We often sit and talk of you
And wonder where you are
And what you may be doing
In your new home out afar

Figure 7: German Printed card by the same anonymous publisher as figure 3. It was sent by Elsie in 1913.
In other words, “you are not forgotten, you are still with us.” The imagery supports and expands this message. It talks eloquently of love via the roses. The sea, the steamer and the train indicate the sender’s powerful will to connect from afar, as do the reaching hands and the envelope-bearing doves. The seals on the envelope index the importance of the relationship. And the floral arch forms a horseshoe, turned downwards, as is usual in these cards, so that the luck will rain out onto the recipient.

**Communicating emotion**

For academics, there is something rather disconcerting about this reliance on commercial imagery. The lack of originality and the sentimentality make it natural to define it within the narrative of kitsch, and to see it as a pernicious commercial takeover of the emotionally expressive function of communication. Prefabrication is here seen as inauthentic. Emily West, however, convincingly counters this by arguing that appeals to authenticity are characteristic of those with higher cultural capital whereas those with less cultural capital are more likely to use ritualised means to index relationships. While the upper classes eschewed postcards, greetings cards manufacturers knew that their audience came from those classes less likely to object to sending or receiving prefabricated messages.

![Birn Brothers greetings card, sent in New Zealand in 1912](image)

Figure 8: Birn Brothers greetings card, sent in New Zealand in 1912
It has long been recognised that one of the repercussions of romantic self-expression was the loss of a common artistic language. Recently, scholars like Nicola Brown and Sonia Solicari have made the case for sentimental art being an attempt to rectify this by creating a defined language intended to communicate emotion. It used not only defined symbols like those shown in the postcards, but also metaphors like touch, (as in figure 8, which is heavily embossed to reinforce the sense of presence mentioned in the text). Problems arise, however, when we expect such a work to be an expression or exploration of the creator’s psychological state. Art, under the Romantic model, may be an acceptable vehicle for emotion. In a model based on expressive individualism, however, calculated prefabrication (of text or image) is incompatible with the idea of genuine expression of emotion.

In the final chapter of *Cult of the Factish Gods*, Bruno Latour examines love language, and argues that there is no earthly point in trying to be original when saying something like “I love you.” It is not simply an expression of emotion. It is, he argues, a container that aims to transform the experience of the recipient. It should be judged not on originality, but on its tone, and its ability to move the participants “from distance to proximity,” and also to bring them more into the present. This is exactly what the images and poetry on Hands Across the Sea cards like the ones studied here do. They lessen emotional distance, create an emotional response, and update the relationship (which effectively has not moved since last contact) into the present.

Latour’s ideas of transformative language are also congruent with those of David Gerber, who sees letters as tools for transforming old relationships, and Daniel M. Gross, for whom emotions are a socially-defined rhetorical category. The idea of emigrant letters as having a rhetorical function is not new. Nevertheless, thinking of pre-printed postcards as emotional rhetoric reinforces the idea that they are primarily a form of persuasion – making a case for the strength and durability of the relationship.

If one follows Keith Oatley’s definition of emotional terminology, “emotions” themselves have a short duration. “Moods” last longer, while the most durable emotions are termed “sentiments.” These latter “form the central bases of a relationship over many years.” It seems, therefore, that using sentimental means for arguments aimed at having long-lasting emotional results is entirely appropriate. Not that all Edwardian postcards were sentimental. Tourist views, for example, generally functioned as baseline reminders of regard. Nor can one be sure that every user of sentimental cards necessarily intended to activate the cards’ emotional language. Nevertheless, buying a Hands Across the Sea card, with its emotionally abundant visual and verbal tropes, represented a conscious choice on the part of the purchaser. It makes sense for emigrants and those at a distance who wanted to generate a greater impact to select such cards and to frame their arguments for continued commitment using emotionally overt means. We should therefore not discount the potential evidence from sentimental genres like Hands Across the Sea cards when trying to understand the Edwardian emotional landscape.

And this idea about short term emotions and long-term sentiments helps to explain why many card users allowed their own written texts to use a different tone to those of the cards’ design. The everyday voice, like that used by Lil, maintained a relatively stoic attitude that presented the emotional state as being normal, so as not to upset the recipient, whilst the design is able to argue strongly for the long-term strength of the relationship.

It is interesting, by contrast, to see what happens when both parties know that the everyday is not safe. Michael Roper studied cards sent by soldiers in the First World War, and he similarly noted the dual use of text and pre-printed elements in this context. However, in Roper’s cards the stoic, heroic images of soldiers on the front allowed certain emotionally vulnerable sentiments to be conveyed within the handwritten text. The hard task of showing the stoic everyday is thus devolved to the card designer, whilst the messages use emotion rather than sentiment as a rhetorical tactic in order to impress the importance of the relationship right
now. For people unsure about having a future, articulating the relationship as it stands in the present would be the most important emotional part of what Roper terms “impression management,” as the soldiers tried to negotiate their relationships from afar.70

Conclusion
The act, whether in war or peace, of selecting a postcard with a pre-packaged greetings design was still emotionally resonant. This paper has shown examples that represent the many people who were attentive to the designs on the greetings postcards they sent, and to the way they could recharge a relationship, replenish memory and renew a sense of intimacy and presence with the recipient. They did this by visually making a sentimental case for the abundance of the sender’s regard for the recipient and their desire for the continuance of the relationship. Yet precisely because the design was prefabricated, there was no direct evidence (as there would be in the handwritten message) that could be used to interpret emotional vulnerability on the sender’s part. The emotionally understated handwritten texts thus downplayed self in order to project a sense of attentiveness to the recipient and the relationship. If we can conclude anything from the preceding study, it is that the postcard allowed people to keep a foot in both emotional regimes. The individual could project themselves in the text as self-sufficiently stoic, whilst freely sharing feeling via the images as a rhetorical tactic, albeit one that should not necessarily be understood in expressive terms. There is a much larger history, yet to be written, of the wider epistolary practices of emotion, both those of New Zealand immigrants and those in the wider diaspora. The more modest aim of this paper has been to draw attention both to the fact that the epistolary category needs to be expanded to include both visual and verbal emotional rhetoric, and that the ways these modes coalesce serves to provide a more nuanced view of Edwardian emotional styles.
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